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The BT-10’s modern and attractively styled
housing is manufactured of high-impact ABS
plastic.*   All indicators use LEDs for superb visibility
and reliable life.  The RJ11 receptacle and
removable adapter are encased by a dust proof
cap.  The adapter’s flexibility suits the device for
use in any position.  Its light weight, convenient
pocket clip, and pen-size allows for portability.

All of the necessary tests that a telephone
technician can perform with bulky and expensive
instruments can be executed with the BT-10’s
electronic accuracy at a fraction of the cost.
Installation and line checks can be rapidly and
conveniently accomplished.  Poor connections
that can not be determined with a lineman’s test
set can now be quickly and easily detected.

Lose the Cumbersome Equipment.

The BT-10’s portability, accurate design and
rugged construction can meet the needs of
Telephone Technicians, Electr icians, and
Computer Professionals  at a reasonable cost
and with utmost convenience.

The BT-10 Telephone Line Tester  is
engineered for accurate verification of single and
two line analog telephone installations.  It can
assist in preventing damage to analog modems
or telephone equipment and indicate the
continuity of cables or extensions.  The pen
sized device is push-button operated, easy
to use, and requi res no batteries or
maintenance.

 Tests one or two
line installations.

 Indicates Tip to
Ring DC polarity.

 Measures DC line voltages.

 Indicates if sufficient loop current is available for
proper equipment operation.

 Automatically detects AC ring signals.

 Measures relative AC ring voltage levels.

 Precisely simulates an Off-Hook state.

 Provides an Integral RJ11 receptacle.

 Includes two flexible adapters for convenience.

Actual Size

*Custom case colors, logos, labeling and imprinting can be provided
at a nominal cost on orders of 5,000 pieces or more.
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Line selection in two line networks

Line selection is performed by sliding the LINE 1/2 Switch to
the appropriate position.  In the default 1 position, the inner
Tip/Ring pair is tested; similarly, in the 2 position the outer
Tip/Ring pair is used.  All test functions perform normally in

either position.

Impedance

Off-Hook Resistance

With a minimum loop current of 25mA the off-hook tip to ring
DC resistance (loop test mode) should be less than 200

ohms.

Off-Hook Impedance

The off-hook impedance between the tip and ring conduc-
tors measured at 25mA min. and 80mA max. (35mA
nominal) is 600 ohms  120 ohms over the frequency range

of 300Hz to 500Hz (loop test mode).

On-Hook Resistance

DC resistance (idle) between tip and ring conductors is
greater than 47K ohms for an applied voltage up to 100V,
and greater than 25K ohms for an applied voltage of up to

200V.

On-Hook Impedance

For applied AC ring voltages of 40 - 150 V RMS superim-
posed on a DC voltage of 56.5 V, the impedance between tip
and ring shall be greater than 1600 ohm and not exceed

60K ohm for frequencies between 15.3 Hz and 68 Hz.

Ring Voltage Detection

Voltage (On-hook)

The Tester responds to the following ring signal between tip
and ring: 40 - 150 V RMS, 15.3 Hz to 68 Hz, superimposed
on a DC voltage of + 50 V.

The ring voltage indicators shall not respond significantly to
AC signals of less than 40 V RMS across tip and ring at any

frequency from 5 to 1000 Hz.

LED Display and User Controls

Unless otherwise specified all voltage and indicator levels

are  10% of the nominal values specified.

On-Hook DC Voltage Polarity

Depressing the POLARITY switch enables the POLARITY
LEDs for indicating a correct polarity in Green or reverse

polarity in Red.

On-Hook DC Voltage Level

Depressing the POLARITY switch employs the VOLTAGE
LINE / RING LED display to detect the on-hook DC tip-ring
voltage.  The LEDs illuminate as: lower Red LED for V

DC
<

42V, the middle Green LED for 42V< V
DC

< 56.5V, and the

upper Yellow LED for V
DC

> 56.5V.

On-Hook AC Voltage Ring Level

In standby mode (no switches depressed), the VOLTAGE
LINE / RING LED display is used to detect the on-hook AC
tip-ring voltage. The LEDs illuminate in a strobing and
analog manner as: lower Red LED for V

AC
< 80Vrms, the

middle Green LED lights for 80Vrms< V
AC 

 < 110Vrms, and
the upper Yellow LED lights for V

AC
 >110 Vrms (V

DC
=  -50 V

DC).

Off-Hook Loop Current

Depressing the LOOP TEST switch enables the LOOP
TEST  LED for indicating whether sufficient loop current is
detected in the Off-Hook state.  (Depressing both the LOOP
TEST and POLARITY switches will not damage the Unit, but

instead place the Tester in the off-hook/ answer state.

Manual Line Answer Off-Hook State

Depressing the LOOP TEST switch enables the LOOP

TEST  LED and places the unit in the Off-Hook state

Physical and Environmental
Specifications

Drop Test

The BT-10 continues to operate after 18 random drops from

a height of 5 feet.

Over Voltage

The BT-10 must continue to meet specifications after a ten
minute application of 150V AC max. (60 Hz, 2 seconds on -
4 seconds off - duty cycle) superimposed on 75V DC max.

across tip and ring in the On-Hook state (stand-by).

TECHNICAL SPECIF ICATIONS

Another fine product of Faunus, Inc.
Visit our website at: http://www.faunus.com


